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The Laval EMP Fall 2022 Mentees traveled to Chicago this past week to attend the 39th Annual Collegiate Entrepreneurship
Organizations Global Conference and Pitch Competition. The conference was held at the Sheraton Grand Hotel Riverwalk. Each
day of the conference (Friday-Sunday), the mentee's heard great keynote presentations and an array of individual concurrent
sessions throughout each day. Overall, we had four full days connecting with students from all over the US, learning new ideas
and techniques from experts, meeting and networking with others who are interested in the same things we are--building an
entrepreneurial mindset. Additionally, all of the speakers throughout the conference were approachable and willing to talk oneon-one and answer questions. It is impossible to recap the entire conference and all of the take-aways. The following are some
highlights of our experience at the Conference.

KEYNOTE 1:
On Friday morning, the conference was kicked off with speaker Jason Feifer, Editor in Chief
for Entrepreneur Magazine. Mr. Feifer has recently published a book that we all received
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us, we only have two choices-to embraces it or fight a losing fight”. He also stated, “We should
always be pushing ourselves, not just in moments of significant disruption, but all the time.
We should constantly be pushing ourselves to consider the impossible.”
KEYNOTE 2:
David Zasada, Intuit Vice-President for Corporate Responsibility. Intuit is a financial software company (Turbotax, Quickbooks,
Mint, Credit Karma, and Mail Chimp). Mr. Zasada’s presentation was titled: Leadership Lessons from Legends. He confirmed
what we have been working on this semester in EMP “Leadership skills can be learned”! He shared lessons from Brad Smith,
CEO of Intuit for 11 years; Bill Campbell, who helped to build some of Silicon Valley's greatest companies -- including Google,
Apple, and Intuit -- and to create over a trillion dollars in market value; and Ted Lasso, the Apple Television Series! The lessons
from all three include: 1) It’s all about the people. 2) team first, and 3) you need to have a learning/growing mindset. A few
quotes that Mr. Zasada shared from Smith, Campbell, and Lasso:
“ If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.” Brad Smith
“ A wise man learns from his own mistakes; a genius learns ffom others” Brad Smith.
“Treat both failure & Success the same--as a chance to learn”-Brad Smith
“Your title makes you a manager, but your people will decide if you’re a leader”-Bill Campbell
“The harder you work, the luckier you get”-Ted Lasso
A final thought he shared with the attendees, "I believe getting
students outside of the classroom, outside of their day-to-day
routine, will help them gain the critical thinking and collaboration
skills they need to enter the workforce and contribute to their
communities" David Zasada

EMP Mentee Timofey Volkov and his EMP team (Kara
Hernandez, Zeferino Oshiro, Mukesh Chinreddy, and
Manny Gonzalez) participated in the Global Pitch
contest and were selected in the top 100. Timofey’s
product had its origins in his senior engineering project.
Seeing the opportunity to pitch his product, Timofey
teamed up with other EMP mentees to work on the pitch
deck and presentation. The company name is Volk
Multinational, and the product is the Cooling Phone
Case. The team was able to talk to many investors,
mentors, and advisors to get feedback on the product.

Top 100
Pitch Showcase
highlighted those "big ideas"
that made it into the top 100
position. From there, it was
narrowed to the top 25.

Welcome Reception Networking opportunity!

KEYNOTE 3:
Cary Singleton is the Co-Founder, Vice-President, and Director of the Singleton Foundation for Financial Literacy and
Entrepreneurship. The non-profit’s goal is to help give everyone the financial skills they need to better manage their lives and
businesses. They have three main programs that she highlighted during her session as well as at the Conference: Slyngshot (a
free platform that helps entrepreneurs create and launch business ideas.
Venture Valley(A free esports-style multiplayer game to build your business knowledge and
competency), Million Stories (A free mobile-first video channel that uses the power of entertainment to
engage, inspire, and break the taboo of talking about money). Ms. Singleton was educated as an
engineer but has worked in many different fields. She considers herself a problem solver. "It's good to
have lots of experiences in different industries"! The experience helps you build confidence. "You get
asked to do things and think you are incapable of what is being asked, but sometimes this opens new
doors and capabilities. Stay open and stay ready!"

KEYNOTE 4:
Dr. Rebecca White Keynote Speaker: Opportunity is everywhere! Are you
looking?
Dr. Rebecca J. White is the Walter Chair of Entrepreneurship, professor of
entrepreneurship, and director of the Entrepreneurship Center at The University
of Tampa. She introduced the concepts in her most recent book, See, Do, Repeat:
The Practice of Entrepreneurship. Dr. White states, “Extraordinary opportunity
can arise on any ordinary day. They come from anywhere at any time!” She
shared three points:
Show up, bring yourself, and embrace new frames.
Pay attention, listen, and look for contradictions, problems, surprises, and
connections.
Live your idea (do something about it). Take calculated risks.
Dr. White is also the host of The Enfactor Podcast, where she interviews
entrepreneurs hoping that the conversations will highlight the importance of the
entrepreneur mindset in creating amazing professional journeys.

KEYNOTE 5:
How to Start Anything with Chris Heivly
Chris Heivly is one of the nation’s leading experts on launching startups and has been
dubbed the “Startup Whisperer.” He co-founded MapQuest (sold to AOL for $1.2B), is an
angel investor, ran a corporate venture fund and two micro venture funds (directed over
$75M), and was recently SVP of Innovation with Techstars. Chris Heivly published his first
book about starting anything called Build The Fort and is currently writing a book on
Startup Community Building scheduled for release in March 2023.
Let the dream out! Socialize your idea without fear or inhibition. Talk to at least 25 people. This will help you think
differently.
Find passionate partners--identify, connect, and engage with trustworthy people.
Gather the assets closest to you. Momentum breeds confidence, and confidence builds profession.
Allow the business to evolve--have patience. Build a series of 3-month goals.
Build the fort--initiate and commit.
When asked what he would tell his 20-year-old self, Mr. Heivly stated, " When I look back on what factors are integral to my
successes, I can see a distinct pattern emerge. When I had no fear or worry, I was free to be in the business moment. I operate
best when I have released the baggage of fear. I love this quote from Jack Canfield, “Everything you want is on the other side of
fear.”
Marketplace Simulation
Three teams of EMP mentees participated in the Marketplace Entrepreneurship Simulation Challenge. The challenge was a
half-day, fast-paced competition where teams competed within a simulated business ecosystem to start and manage their
businesses. There were a total of 12 teams competing in the simulation. Each team was asked to start and manage a global 3Dprinted carbon bike company and oversee every area of the new business-marketing, sales, manufacturing, distribution,
accounting and finance, and human resources. During the simulation, each team had to organize the company and set up
operations, develop and launch a new product line, market their products to a target audience, manage a sales force, open
distribution channels and oversee web sales, forecast demand, and manage production, and through the simulation ensure
that they had a strategy that would meet their customer's needs, add to the bottom line and be competitive. The EMP teams
indicated that it was a great learning experience, a true experiential learning experience!

EMP Mentees
participate in
Market
Simulation
Challenge

Created by The Singleton Foundation, Venture
Valley is an immersive multiplayer businessbuilding game that gave the attendees at the
conference a fun way to practice entrepreneurship
and personal finance skills for a chance to win
$10,000. The E-Sports Tournament ran
throughout the duration of the conference. Several
EMP Mentees participated. The top two
participants played for the grand prize during the
last luncheon. A student from Arizona State
University won the match!

Mentee Ricky Rachmat and John Petrogonas networking
with Landon Phillips, leader of Innovation and
Entrepreneurship at the Singleton Foundation. His
advocacy for innovation in the classroom culminated in his
founding and leading the Innovation Lab at Pepperdine
University. Mr. Phillips was a Keynote Speaker. His session
was: Start with Stupid and Work Your Way Up-- The Good
News about Bad Ideas
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Below are the major takeaways from each mentee.
“I enjoyed learning that entrepreneurs do not know it all. They play things by ear, learn from others who have completed similar
projects, and take measured risks.” I got this from the session provided by the CEO, Andrew Witherspoon, of the Chicago Furniture
Bank non-profit business - Mentee Briseyda Dominguez
"When you get into the game, you have the chance to win you just need to get started ” (Dylan Gambardella ,speaker)--Mentee Kanaan
Amoudi
"Be an oyster; take something that makes you irritated and turn it into something beautiful (Cary Singleton, speaker)--Mentee Marin
Winek and John Petrogonas
"Your personal brand is an individual's intentional or unintentional identity and reputation. Whether you want to or not, you have a
personal brand."(Camille Jamerson)-Mentee Marin WInek
"A wise man learns from his own mistakes. A genius learns from others" (David Zasada, speaker)-- Mentee Ben Long
"Treat both failure and success the same, as a chance to learn" (David Zasada, speaker)-Mentee Ben Long
"Be better than a good communicator, be a translator of dreams" (David Zasada, speaker)-Mentee Marcus Beh
Failure is feedback, not the end of the line! (Landon Phillips, speaker)-Mentee Ricky Rachmat
My biggest takeaways are how to be and how to think more like an entrepreneur, and you are your brand.-Mentee Timofey Volkov
"You don’t have to have a specific degree in something to do things. You can find great opportunities in other areas. Don’t be skeptical.
Mentors are important to guide you to your success. (Cary Singleton, speaker)
Cary had a mentor. She did aerospace, engineering, entertainment, etc. Look for people you do things with. Every week she meets with
her colleagues, and they mentor each other. Also, "be a mentor! You are also responsible for lightening the path for others (Pay it
Forward!)." -Mentee Manny Gonzalez.
"Blowing out someone else’s candle doesn’t make your shine any brighter"; "People prefer their leaders with flaws because it makes
leadership seem more attainable." -Mentee Colton Cunningham
"Just do it--don't wait for perfection. React to what you get. If you don't take this first step, you don't get the first opportunity. The
most important skill is tenacity!" (Jim Hunter, speaker)
" Success comes at the cost of time, but your time is your best investment."-Mentee Kara Hernandez
“A player who makes the team great is far more valuable than a great player.” (Brad Smith)-Mentee Zeferino Oshiro
Jason Pfeiffer, speaker, said, "People fear change because they think change means they lose something. Change your mindset and see
it as something to gain/positive."-Mentee Dirk Tharpe
"We all have a personal brand that stems from identity and reputation. The main things to remember with your personal brand are 1.
The camera is always on. 2. The mic is always live, 3. Where you're at is where you are, 4. Your name is currency, and 5. Share your
story authentically (Camille Jamerson, speaker)-Mentee Maria Dominguez
"Get old fashion-Use both business cards AND LinkedIn" (Cary Singleton. speaker)
"No failure is really a failure if you learn" (Sam Hollander, speaker)
"Fortunate favors the persistent" (Jesse Dipinto, speaker)
"Ideas/Dreams left in your head are wasted. Take them out and set them free"; "You will fail many times...who cares. failures are just
a perspective. Initiative change one small step at a time."(Chris Helvity, speaker)
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Sunrise over Lake Michigan
Taken by Mentee Timofey Volkov

